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Abstract
Poisson-Nijenhuis structures for an arbitrary Lie algebroid are defined and studied by means of
complete lifts of tensor fields.
1. INTRODUCTION
In our previous paper [4], certain definitions and constructions of graded Lie brackets and lifts of
tensor fields over a manifold were generalized to arbitrary Lie algebroids. Since Poisson-Nijenhuis
structures seem to fit very well to the Lie algebroid language and, as it was recently shown by Kosmann-
Schwarzbach in [5], they give examples of Lie bialgebroid structures in the sense of Mackenzie and Xu
[9], we would like to present in this note a Lie algebroid approach to Poisson-Nijenhuis structures.
We start with the definition of a pseudo-Lie algebroid structure on a vector bundle E, as a slight
generalization of the notion of a Lie algebroid and we show that such structures are determined by
special tensor fields Λ on the dual bundle E∗.
Then, we define the complete lift dΛ
T
, which reduces to the classical tangent lift dT in the case
of the tangent bundle E = TM . We prove that, when we start from P ∈ Γ(M,∧2E), the complete
lift dΛ
T
(P ) corresponds to a bracket on sections of E∗, which, in the classical case, is the Fuchssteiner-
Koszul bracket on 1-forms. In the case of a Lie algebroid over a single point, dΛ
T
(P ) is closely related
to the modified Yang-Baxter equation. Deforming the Lie algebroid bracket by a (1,1) tensor N , we
find the corresponding bivector field ΛN on E
∗. Assuming some compatibility conditions for N and
P , we can define a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure for a Lie algebroid which provides a whole list of Lie
bialgebroid structures.
This unified approach to Poisson and Nijenhuis structures, including the classical case as well, as
the case of a real Lie algebra, makes possible to understand common aspects of the theory, which were
previously seen separately for different models.
2. TANGENT LIFTS FOR PRE-LIE ALGEBROIDS
Let M be a manifold and let τ : E → M be a vector bundle. By Φ(τ) we denote the graded exterior
algebra generated by sections of τ : Φ(τ) = ⊕k∈ZΦ
k(τ), where Φk(τ) = Γ(M,∧kE) for k > 0 and
Φk(τ) = {0} for k < 0. Elements of Φ0(τ) are functions onM , i.e., sections of the bundle ∧0E = M×R.
Similarly, by ⊗(τ) we denote the tensor algebra ⊗(τ) = ⊕k∈Z⊗
k (τ), where ⊗k(τ) = Γ(M,⊗kME). The
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dual vector bundle we denote by pi : E∗ → M . For the tangent bundle τM : TM → M , Φ(τM ) is the
exterior algebra of multivector fields, and for the cotangent bundle piM : T
∗M → M , we get Φ(piM ),
the exterior algebra of differential forms on M .
The cotangent bundle is endowed with the canonical symplectic formωM and the corresponding
canonical Poisson tensor ΛM .
Definition 2.1 A pseudo-Lie algebroid structure on a vector bundle τ : E →M is a bracket (bilinear
operation) [ , ] on the space Φ1(τ) = Γ(M,E) of sections of τ and vector bundle morphisms αl, αr : E →
TM (called the left- and right-anchor, respectively), such that
[fX, gY ] = fαl(X)(g)Y − gαr(Y )(f)X + fg[X,Y ] (2.1)
for all X,Y ∈ Γ(E) and f, g ∈ C∞(M).
A pseudo-Lie algebroid, with a skew-symmetric bracket [ , ] (in this case the left and right anchors
coincide), is called a pre-Lie algebroid.
A pre-Lie algebroid is called a Lie algebroid if the bracket [ , ] satisfies the Jacobi identity, i.e., if
it provides Φ1(τ) with a Lie algebra structure.
In the following, we establish a correspondence between pseudo-Lie algebroid structures on E
and 2-contravariant tensor fields on the bundle manifold E∗ of the dual vector bundle pi : E∗ → M .
Let X ∈ Φ1(τ). We define a function ιE∗X on E
∗ by the formula
E∗ ∋ a 7→ ιE∗X(a) = 〈X(pi(a)), a〉,
where 〈 , 〉 is the canonical pairing between E and E∗.
Let Λ ∈ Γ(E,TE ⊗E TE) be a 2-contravariant tensor field on E. We say that Λ is linear if, for
each pair (µ, ν) of sections of pi, the function Λ(dιEµ, dιEν), defined on E, is linear.
For each 2-contravariant tensor Λ, we define a bracket { , }Λ of functions by the formula
{f, g}Λ = Λ(df, dg).
Theorem 2.1 For every pseudo-Lie algebroid structure on τ : E → M , with the bracket [ , ] and
anchors αl, αr, there is a unique 2-contravariant linear tensor field Λ on E
∗ such that
ιE∗ [X,Y ] = {ιE∗X, ιE∗Y }Λ (2.2)
and
pi∗ (αl(X)(f)) = {ιE∗X, pi
∗f}Λ, pi
∗ (αr(X)(f)) = {pi
∗f, ιE∗X}Λ, (2.3)
for all X,Y ∈ Φ1(τ) and f ∈ C∞(M).
Conversely, every 2-contravariant linear tensor field Λ on E∗ defines a pseudo-Lie algebroid on
E by the formulae 2.2 and 2.3.
The pseudo-Lie algebroid structure on E is a pre-Lie algebroid structure (resp. a Lie algebroid
structure) if and only if the tensor Λ is skew-symmetric (resp. Λ is a Poisson tensor).
Proof. We shall use local coordinates. Let (xa) be a local coordinate system on M and let e1, . . . , en
be a basis of local sections of E. We denote by e∗1, . . . , e∗n the dual basis of local sections of E∗ and
by (xa, yi) (resp. (xa, ξi)) the corresponding coordinate system on E (resp. E
∗), i.e., ιE∗ei = ξi and
ιEe
∗i = yi.
It is easy to see that every linear 2-contravariant tensor Λ on E∗ is of the form
Λ = ckijξk∂ξi ⊗ ∂ξj + δ
a
i ∂ξi ⊗ ∂xa − σ
a
i ∂xa ⊗ ∂ξi , (2.4)
where ckij , δ
a
i and σ
a
i are functions of x
a. The correspondence between Λ and a pseudo-Lie algebroid
structure is given by the formulae
[ei, ej] = [ei, ej ]
Λ = ckijek
αΛl (ei) = δ
a
i ∂xa
αΛr (ei) = σ
a
i ∂xa
(2.5)
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Theorem 2.2 Let τi : Ei → M, i = 1, 2, be vector bundles over M and let Ψ: E1 → E2 be a vector
bundle morphism over the identity on M . Let Λi be a linear, 2-contravariant tensor on E
∗
i , i = 1, 2.
Then
[Ψ(X),Ψ(Y )]Λ2 = Ψ([X,Y ]Λ1 )
if and only if Λ2 and Λ1 are Ψ
∗-related, where Ψ∗ : E∗2 → E
∗
1 is the dual morphism.
Proof. The equality [Ψ(X),Ψ(Y )]Λ2 = Ψ([X,Y ]Λ1) is equivalent to the equality
{(ιE∗1X) ◦Ψ
∗, (ιE∗1 Y ) ◦Ψ
∗}Λ2 = {ιE∗2Ψ(X), ιE∗2Ψ(Y )}Λ2 = {ιE∗1X, ιE∗1 Y }Λ1 ◦Ψ
∗. (2.6)
Since the exterior derivatives of functions ιE∗1X generate T
∗E∗1 over an open-dense subset (E
∗
1 minus
the zero section), the equality 2.6 holds if and only if the tensors Λ1,Λ2 are Ψ
∗-related.
To the end of this section we assume that Λ is skew-symmetric, i.e., we consider pre-Lie algebroid
structures only.
In this case, the bracket [ , ]Λ, related to Λ, defined on sections of τ can be extended in a standard
way (cf. [3, 4]) to the graded bracket on Φ(τ). We refer to this bracket as the Schouten-Nijenhuis
bracket and we denote it also by [ , ]Λ.
Moreover, we can define the ’exterior derivative’ dΛ on Φ(pi) and the Lie derivative £ΛX : Φ(pi)→
Φ(pi) along a section X ∈ Γ(M,E). Also the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket and the Fro¨licher-Nijenhuis
bracket can be defined on Φ1(pi) = ⊕n∈ZΦ
n
1 (pi), where Φ
n
1 (pi) = Γ(M,E ⊗ ∧
nE∗). The definitions of
these objects are analogous to the definitions in the classical case (cf. [4]).
The bracket [ , ]Λ is a Lie bracket (or, equivalently, (dΛ)2 = 0) if and only if Λ defines a Lie
algebroid structure, i.e., if and only if Λ is a Poisson tensor. In this case, all classical formulae of
differential geometry, like £ΛX ◦ iY − iY £
Λ
X = i[X,Y ]Λ etc., remain valid. We should also mention the
vertical tangent lift
vτ : Γ(M,⊗
k
ME)→ Γ(E,⊗
k
ETE)
given, in local coordinates, by
vτ (f(x)ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eik) = f(x)∂yi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂yik .
In particular, vτ (X ⊗ Y ) = vτ (X) ⊗ vτ (Y ) ([4]). In the case of the tangent bundle, E = TM , the
vertical lift was denoted by vT in [3]. An analog of the complete tangent lift dT, studied for the tangent
bundle in [3], can be defined as follows.
Theorem 2.3 Let Λ be a linear bivector field on E∗, which defines a pre-Lie algebroid structure on a
vector bundle τ : E →M . Then, there exists a unique vT-derivation of order 0
dΛ
T
: ⊗ (τ) → ⊗(τE),
which satisfies
dΛT(f) = ιE d
Λf for f ∈ C∞(M), (2.7)
and
ιT∗E(d
Λ
TX) ◦ R = ιT∗E∗([Λ, ιE∗X ]) for X ∈ Φ
1(τ), (2.8)
where [ , ] is the Schouten bracket of multivector fields on E and R : T∗E∗ → T∗E is the canonical
isomorphism of double vector bundles(see [9, 10]). Moreover, dΛ
T
is a homomorphism of the Schouten-
Nijenhuis brackets:
dΛT([X,Y ]
Λ) = [dΛTX, d
Λ
TY ], (2.9)
if and only if Λ is a Poisson tensor.
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Sketch of the proof. Let us take X ∈ Φ1(τ). The hamiltonian vector field GΛ(X) = −[Λ, ιE∗X ] is
linear with respect to the tangent vector bundle structure Tτ : TE∗ → TM ([10]). Hence, the function
ιT∗E∗ [Λ, ιE∗X ] is linear with respect to both vector bundle structures on T
∗E∗: over E and over
E∗. It follows that there exists a unique (linear) vector field dΛ
T
X on E, such that ιT∗E∗G
Λ(X) =
−(ιT∗E d
Λ
T
X) ◦ R. We have the formula
dΛT(fX) = d
Λ
T(f) vτ (X) + vτ (f) d
Λ
T(X)
and, consequently, we can extend dΛ
T
to a vτ -derivation on ⊗(τ). Finally, since R is an anti-Poisson
isomorphism, dΛ
T
is a homomorphism of Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket if and only if
[GΛ(X),GΛ(Y )] = GΛ([X,Y ]Λ)
for all X,Y ∈ Φ1(τ), or, equivalently, if and only if Λ is a Poisson tensor.
Remark. Let us define a mapping
JE : Φ
n
1 (τ)→ Φ
n(τE)
by
JE(µ⊗X) = −ιE(µ) · vτ (X).
It has been shown in [4] that JE is a homomorphism of the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket into the
Schouten bracket. We have also a mapping
GΛ : Φn1 (pi)→ Φ
n(τE∗) : K 7→ G
Λ(K) = [Λ,JE∗(K)],
which is, in the case of a Lie algebroid structure, a homomorphism of the Fro¨licher-Nijenhuis bracket
[ , ]ΛF−N , associated to Λ, into the Schouten bracket ([4]). The bracket [ , ]
Λ
F−N is given by the formula
[µ⊗X, ν ⊗ Y ]Λ = µ ∧ ν ⊗ [X,Y ]Λ + µ ∧£ΛXν ⊗ Y −£
Λ
Y µ ∧ ν ⊗X
+ (−1)µ(dΛµ ∧ iX ν ⊗ Y + iY µ ∧ d
Λν ⊗X). (2.10)
In local coordinates
Λ =
1
2
ckijξk∂ξi ∧ ∂ξj + δ
a
i ∂ξi ∧ ∂xa . (2.11)
Then,
dΛT(f) =
∂f
∂xa
δaj y
j (2.12)
and
dΛT(X
iei) = X
iδai ∂xa + (X
ickji +
∂Xk
∂xa
δaj )y
j∂yk . (2.13)
It follows that, for P = 12P
ijei ∧ ej, we have
dΛT(P ) = P
ijδaj ∂yi ∧ ∂xa + (P
kjcilk +
1
2
∂P ij
∂xa
δal )y
l∂yi ∧ ∂yj . (2.14)
Remark. For an arbitrary pseudo-Lie algebroid, we can define the right and the left complete
lifts with the use of the right and the left hamiltonian vector fields instead of [Λ, ιEX ].
The following theorem describes the complete lifts in terms of Lie derivatives and contractions.
Theorem 2.4 Given a vector bundle τ : E →M and a linear bivector field Λ on E∗, we have
(a) vτ (X)(ιEµ) = vτ (iX µ) = τ
∗〈X,µ〉,
(b) dΛ
T
(X)(ιEµ) = ιE(£
Λ
Xµ),
where X ∈ Φ1(τ) and µ ∈ Φ1(pi).
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Proof. The part (a) has been proved in [4], Theorem 15 c). The part (b) follows from the following
sequence of identities:
pi∗E(d
Λ
T(X)(ιEµ)) ◦ R = {ιT∗E(d
Λ
TX), pi
∗
E(ιEµ)}ΛE ◦ R
= {ιT∗E∗(vpi µ), ιT∗E∗([Λ, ιE∗X ])}ΛE∗
= ιT∗E∗ [vpi µ, [Λ, ιE∗X ]] = ιT∗E∗ [G
Λ(X), vpi(µ)]
= ιT∗E∗(vpi(£
Λ
Xµ)) = pi
∗
E(ιE(£
Λ
Xµ)) ◦ R,
where we used the equalities [GΛ(X), vpi µ] = vpi(£
Λ
Xµ) (see [4], Theorem 15 e)) and ιT∗E∗ vpi(µ) =
pi∗E(ιEµ) ◦ R.
Theorem 2.5 If P ∈ Φ2(τ), then dΛ
T
(P ) defines a pre-Lie algebroid structure on E∗ with the bracket
[µ, ν]d
Λ
T
(P ) = £ΛPµν −£
Λ
Pν
µ− dΛP (µ, ν), (2.15)
where Pµ = iµ P , and the anchor is given by
αd
Λ
T
(P )(µ) = αΛ(Pµ).
Proof. It is sufficient to consider P = X ∧ Y , X,Y ∈ Φ1(τ). Let us denote dΛ
T
(X) and dΛ
T
(Y ) by X˙
and Y˙ , vτ (X) and vτ (Y ) by X¯ and Y¯ , £
Λ and dΛ by £ and d. Then, we have
{ιEµ, ιEν}dΛ
T
(P ) = X˙(ιEµ)Y¯ (ιEν)− X˙(ιEν)Y¯ (ιEµ)− X¯(ιEµ)Y˙ (ιEν) + X¯(ιEν)Y˙ (ιEµ)
= ιE (〈Y, ν〉£X(µ)− 〈Y, µ〉£X(ν)− 〈X, ν〉£Y (µ) + 〈X,µ〉£X(ν))
= ιE
(
£Pµν −£Pνµ− d(〈X,µ〉〈Y, ν〉 − 〈X, ν〉〈Y, µ〉)
)
,
where we used Theorem 2.4. Now, we have
[µ, fν]d
Λ
T
(P ) = £Pµ(fν)−£Pfνµ− dP (µ, fν) = f [µ, ν]
dΛ
T
(P ) + (£Pµf)ν,
so that αd
Λ
T
(P )(µ) = £Pµ(f) = α
Λ(Pµ)(f).
In the case of the canonical Lie algebroid on the tangent bundle τM : TM →M , associated with
the canonical Poisson tensor ΛM on T
∗M , our definition of dΛ
T
(P ) gives the standard tangent complete
lift dT. Moreover, the bracket 2.15 of 1-forms is the bracket introduced independently in [2, 7, 6] and
corresponding to the lift dTP (cf. [1, 3]).
Example. Let us consider a Lie algebroid over a point, i.e., a real Lie algebra g with a basis
e1, . . . , em, and its dual space g
∗ with the dual basis e∗1, . . . , e∗m. We have also the corresponding
(linear) coordinate system ξ1, . . . , ξm on g
∗ and the coordinate system y1, . . . , ym on g. The linear
Poisson structure Λ on g∗, associated with the Lie bracket [ , ]Λ on g, is the well-known Kostant-
Kirillov-Souriau tensor
Λ =
1
2
ckijξk∂ξi ∧ ∂ξj .
Here ckij are the structure constants with respect to the chosen basis. The exterior derivative d
Λ : ∧g∗ →
∧g∗ is the dual mapping to the Lie bracket:
dΛ(µ)(X,Y ) = 〈µ, [Y,X ]Λ〉,
i.e., dΛ is the Chevalley cohomology operator. For x ∈ Φ1(τ) = g, the tangent complete lift dΛ
T
(x) is
the fundamental vector field of the adjoint representation, corresponding to x:
dΛ
T
(ei) = c
k
jiy
j∂yk .
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3. NIJENHUIS TENSORS AND POISSON-NIJENHUIS STRUCTURES FOR LIE AL-
GEBROIDS
Let a vector bundle τ : E → M be given a pseudo-Lie algebroid structure, associated with a tensor
field Λ on E∗, and let N˜ : E → E be a vector bundle morphism over the identity. We can represent
N˜ , as well as its dual N˜∗, by a tensor field N ∈ Φ11(pi). This tensor field defines operations in Φ
1(τ)
and Φ1(pi), which we denote by the same symbol iN . If N = Xi ⊗ µ
i, Xi ∈ Φ
1(τ), µi ∈ Φ1(pi), the
operation iN is given by the formulae
iN X = 〈X,µ
i〉Xi and iN µ = 〈Xi, µ〉µ
i,
where X ∈ Φ1(τ), µ ∈ Φ1(pi). In the notation of [6], iN X = NX and iN µ =
t
Nµ. It is obvious that
we can extend iN to a derivation of the tensor algebra, putting
iN (A⊗B) = (iN A)⊗B +A⊗ (iN B). (3.1)
Using N , we can deform the bracket [ , ]Λ to a bracket [ , ]ΛN on Φ
1(τ) by the formula
[X,Y ]ΛN = [NX,Y ]
Λ + [X,NY ]Λ −N [X,Y ]Λ. (3.2)
Theorem 3.1 The deformed bracket 3.2 defines on E a pseudo-Lie algebroid structure, with the an-
chors (αΛN )l = α
Λ
l ◦ N˜ and (α
Λ
N )r = α
Λ
r ◦ N˜ . The associated tensor field is given by
ΛN = £JE∗ (N)Λ,
where £JE∗ (N) is the standard Lie derivative along the vector field JE∗(N).
If Λ is skew-symmetric, then ΛN is also skew-symmetric and the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket,
induced by ΛN , can be written in the form, similar to 3.2,
[X,Y ]ΛN = [X,Y ]ΛN = [iN X,Y ]
Λ + [X, iN Y ]
Λ − iN ([X,Y ]
Λ) (3.3)
for X,Y ∈ Φ(τ). Moreover,
dΛN = iN ◦ d
Λ − dΛ ◦ iN . (3.4)
The proof is based on the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.1 For X ∈ Φ1(τ), we have
ιE∗(NX) = −£JE∗ (N)(ιE∗) (3.5)
and
£JE∗ (N) vpi(µ) = vpi(iN µ) (3.6)
for X ∈ Φ1(τ), µ ∈ Φ1(pi).
Proof. Let N = Xi ⊗ µ
i, Xi ∈ Φ
1(τ) and µi ∈ Φ1(pi). We have
ιE∗(NX) = ιE∗(〈X,µ
i〉Xi) = pi
∗(〈X,µi〉)ιE∗(Xi)
= vpi(〈X,µ
i〉)ιE∗(Xi).
On the other hand,
−£JE∗ (N)(ιE∗X) = (ιE∗(Xi) vpi(µ
i))(ιE∗X) = ιE∗(Xi) vpi(µ
i)(ιE∗X)
= ιE∗(Xi) vpi(〈X,µ
i〉),
according to Theorem 15 c) in [4].
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Similarly,
[JE∗(N), vpi(µ)] = [ιE∗(Xi) vpi(µi), vpi(µ)]
= − vpi(µ
i) ∧ [ιE∗(Xi), vpi(µ)],
since the vertical vector fields commute. Following Theorem 15 c) in [4], we get
[ιE∗(Xi), vpi(µ)] = − vpi(iXi µ)
and, consequently,
[JE∗(N), vpi(µ)] = vpi(µ
i ∧ iXi µ) = vpi(iN µ).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Lemma and properties of the Lie derivative, we get
ιE∗([X,Y ]
Λ
N ) = ιE∗
(
[NX,Y ]Λ + [X,NY ]Λ −N [X,Y ]Λ
)
= −{£JE∗ (N)(ιE∗X), ιE∗Y }Λ − {ιE∗X,£JE∗ (N)(ιE∗Y )}Λ +
+£JE∗ (N){ιE∗X, ιE∗Y }Λ
= {ιE∗X, ιE∗Y }£JE∗ (N)Λ.
The general form 3.3 of the corresponding Schouten bracket follows inductively from the Leibniz rule
for the Schouten bracket [ , ]Λ and from 3.1.
In order to prove 3.4, we, again, use Lemma and [4] Theorem 15 d):
vpi(d
ΛNµ) = [ΛN , vpi µ] = [[JE∗N,Λ], vpi µ]
= [JE∗N, [Λ, vpi µ]]− [Λ, [JE∗N, vpi µ]]
= [JE∗N, vpi(dΛµ)]− [Λ, vpi(iN µ)] = vpi(iN d
Λµ− dΛ iN µ).
In local coordinates, we have
N = N ijei ⊗ e
∗j ,
Λ = ckijξk∂ξi ⊗ ∂ξj + δ
a
i ∂ξi ⊗ ∂xa − σ
a
i ∂xa ⊗ ∂ξi ,
JE∗N = N
i
kξi∂ξk ,
and
ΛN =
(
ckljN
l
i + c
k
ilN
l
j − c
l
ijN
k
l + δ
a
i
∂Nkj
∂xa
− σaj
∂Nki
∂xa
)
ξk∂ξi ⊗ ∂ξj
+N li δ
a
l ∂ξi ⊗ ∂xa −N
l
iσ
a
l ∂xa ⊗ ∂ξi . (3.7)
Theorem 3.2 For X ∈ ⊗(τ) and skew-symmetric Λ, we have
dΛN
T
(X) = dΛ
T
(iN X)−£JE(N) d
Λ
T
(X).
Proof. Since dΛN
T
and dΛ
T
are vτ -derivations of order 0 on ⊗(τ) and £JE(N) vτ (X) = 0 (JE(N) is
vertical), it is enough to consider the case X ∈ Φ1(τ). For such X
ιT∗E
(
dΛN
T
(X)
)
◦ R = ιT∗E∗ [ΛN , ιE∗X ] = ιT∗E∗ [£JE∗ (N)Λ, ιE∗X ]
= ιT∗E∗
(
£JE∗ (N)[Λ, ιE∗X
)
− ιT∗E∗ [Λ,£JE∗(N)(ιE∗X)].
Since £JE∗ (N) = −ιE∗(NX) (3.5), then
−ιT∗E∗ [Λ,£JE∗ (N)(ιE∗X)] = ιT∗E∗ [Λ, ιE∗(NX)] = ιE∗
(
dΛT(NX)
)
◦ R.
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On the other hand,
ιT∗E∗
(
£JE∗ (N)[Λ, ιE∗X
)
= {ιT∗E∗(JE∗(N)), ιT∗E∗ [Λ, ιE∗X ]}ΛE∗
= {ιT∗E(JEN) ◦ R, ιT∗E(d
Λ
T(X)) ◦ R}ΛE∗
= −{ιT∗E(JEN), ιT∗E(d
Λ
T(X))}ΛE ◦ R
= −
(
ιT∗E [JEN, d
Λ
T(X)]
)
◦ R
= −ιT∗E
(
£JE(N) d
Λ
T
(X)
)
,
where we used the equality ιT∗E(JEN) = ιT∗E∗(JE∗(N)). Since R is an isomorphism and ιT∗E is
injective, the theorem follows.
In local coordinates, for Λ as in 2.11, we have
dΛN
T
(X iei) = X
iNki δ
a
k∂xa +
+
(
X i(Nkj c
n
ki +N
k
i c
n
jk −N
n
k c
k
ji + δ
a
j
∂Nni
∂xa
− δai
∂Nnj
∂xa
) +
∂Xn
∂xa
Nkj δ
a
k
)
yj∂yn . (3.8)
Remark. If we treat the Schouten brackets BΛ = [ , ]Λ and BΛN = [ , ]
Λ
N as bilinear operators on
Φ(τ), then fomula 3.2 means
BΛN = [iN , B
Λ]N−R, (3.9)
where [ , ]N−R is the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket of multilinear graded operators of a graded space
in the sense of [8]. Similarly, 3.4 means that
dΛN
T
= [iN , d
Λ
T]N−R. (3.10)
This interpretation will be used later, together with the Jacobi identity for the [ , ]N−R.
Definition 3.1 A tensor N ∈ Γ(M,E⊗E∗) is called a Nijenhuis tensor for Λ (or, for a Lie algebroid
structure defined by Λ), if the Nijenhuis torsion
TΛN(X,Y ) = N [X,Y ]
Λ
N − [NX,NY ]
Λ (3.11)
vanishes for all X,Y ∈ Γ(E).
The classical version of the following is well known (cf. [6]).
Theorem 3.3
(a) N is a Nijenhuis tensor for Λ if and only if Λ and ΛN = £JE∗ (N)Λ are N˜
∗-related.
(b) The Nijenhuis torsion corresponds to the Fro¨licher-Nijenhuis bracket:
TΛN(X,Y ) =
1
2
[N,N ]ΛF−N (X,Y ).
(c)
[[BΛ, iN ]R−N , iN ]N−R = 2T
Λ
N + [B
Λ, iN2 ]N−R,
where (Xi ⊗ µ
i)2 = 〈Xi, µ
j〉µi ⊗Xj.
(d) If N is a Nijenhuis tensor, then ΛN is a Poisson tensor.
Proof.
(a) Since ΛN = £JE∗ (N)Λ induces the deformed bracket B
Λ
N = [ , ]
Λ
N , this part follows from
Theorem 2.2.
(b) Let N = Xi ⊗ µ
i, then
[NX,NY ]Λ = 〈X,µi〉〈Y, µj〉[Xi, Xj ]
Λ + 〈X,µi〉£ΛXi(〈Y, µ
j〉)Xj − 〈Y, µ
j〉£ΛXj (〈X,µ
i〉)Xi
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and
N [X,Y ]ΛN = N
(
〈X,µi〉[Xi, Y ]
Λ −£ΛY (〈X,µ
i〉)Xi + 〈Y, µ
j〉[X,Xj]
+ £ΛX(〈Y, µ
j〉)Xj − 〈[X,Y ]
Λ, µi〉Xi
)
= 〈X,µi〉〈[Xi, Y ]
Λ, µj〉Xj −£
Λ
Y (〈X,µ
i〉)〈Xi, µ
j〉Xj
+ 〈Y, µj〉〈[X,Xj ]
Λ, µi〉Xi +£
Λ
X(〈Y, µ
j〉)〈Xj , µ
i〉Xi − 〈[X,Y ]
Λ, µi〉〈Xi, µ
j〉Xj . (3.12)
Hence, using properties of Lie derivatives, we get
TΛN (X,Y ) = 〈X,µ
i〉〈Y, µj〉[Xi, Xj]
Λ + 〈X,µi〉〈Y,£ΛXiµ
j〉Xj
− 〈Y, µj〉〈X,£ΛXjµ
i〉Xi + dµ
i(X,Y )〈Xi, µ
j〉Xj
=
(
1
2
µi ∧ µj ⊗ [Xi, Xj ]
Λ + µi ∧£
Λ
Xi
µj ⊗Xj + d
Λµi ∧ iXi µ
j ⊗Xj
)
(X,Y )
=
1
2
[N,N ]ΛF−N (X,Y ).
(c)
[[BΛ, iN ]R−N , iN ]R−N (X,Y ) =
= ([N2X,Y ]Λ + [NX,NY ]Λ −N [NX,Y ]Λ) + ([NX,NY ]Λ + [X,N2Y ]Λ −N [X,NY ]Λ)
− (N [NX,Y ]Λ +N [X,NY ]Λ −N2[X,Y ]Λ)
= 2([NX,NY ]Λ −N([NX,Y ]Λ + [X,NY ]Λ −N [X,Y ]Λ))
+ [N2X,Y ]Λ + [X,N2Y ]Λ −N2[X,Y ]Λ
= 2TΛN(X,Y ) + [B
Λ, iN2 ]N−R(X,Y ). (3.13)
(d) The Schouten bracket induced by ΛN is given by [iN , B
Λ]N−R and it is known from general
theory [8], that it defines a graded Lie algebra structure if and only if its Nijenhuis-Richardson square
vanishes. Using the graded Jacobi identity for [ , ]N−R, we get
[[iN , B
Λ]N−R, [iN , B
Λ]N−R]N−R = [[[iN , B
Λ]N−R, iN ]N−R, B
Λ]N−R
= −2[TΛN , B
Λ]N−R + [[iN2 , B
Λ]N−R, B
Λ]N−R
= 0,
since TΛN = 0 and [B
Λ, BΛ]N−R = 0 ([ , ]
Λ is a Lie bracket) implies that
(
adN−R
BΛ
)2
= 0.
The following theorem is, essentially, due to Mackenzie and Xu ([9]).
Theorem 3.4 Let Λ be a Poisson tensor on E∗ and let P ∈ Φ2(τ). Then
(a) dΛ
T
(P ) induces a pre-Lie algebroid structure on E∗, with the bracket and the anchor described in
Theorem 2.5. The exterior derivative, induced by dΛ
T
(P ), is given by
dd
Λ
T
(P )(X) = [P,X ]Λ. (3.14)
Moreover,
1
2
[P, P ]Λ(µ, ν, γ) = 〈P˜ ([µ, ν]
dΛ
T
(P )
)− [Pµ, Pν ]
Λ, γ〉 (3.15)
for all µ, ν, γ ∈ Φ1(pi) and P is a Poisson tensor for Λ (i.e., [P, P ]Λ = 0) if and only if Λ and
dΛ
T
(P ) are −P˜ -related, where P˜ (µ) = Pµ = iµ P .
(b) if P is, in addition, a Poisson tensor for Λ, then dΛ
T
(P ) is a Poisson tensor and Poisson tensors
Λ, dΛ
T
(P ) induce a Lie bialgebroid structure on bundles E and E∗, i.e.,
dΛ
(
[µ, ν]d
Λ
T
(P )
)
= [dΛµ, ν]d
Λ
T
(P ) + (−1)µ+1[µ, dΛν]d
Λ
T
(P ). (3.16)
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Proof. The proof of 3.15 is completely analogous to the proof in the classical case (see [6]). The
remaining part of (a) follows from Theorem 2.2. Part(b) is proved in [9].
Remark. Due to the result of Kosmann-Schwarzbach ([5]), 3.16 is equivalent to
[P, [X,Y ]Λ]Λ = [[P,X ]Λ, Y ]Λ + (−1)X [X, [P, Y ]Λ]Λ, (3.17)
which is a special case of the graded Jacobi identity for the bracket [ , ]Λ.
The fact that dΛ
T
(P ) is a Poisson tensor, if [P, P ]Λ = 0, is a direct consequence of 2.11. The
converse to this is not true, in general, as shows the following example.
Example 2. For a Lie algebroid over a point, i.e., for a Lie algebra g with the bracket [ , ]Λ,
corresponding to a Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau tensor Λ on g∗, P ∈ ∧2g is a Poisson tensor for Λ if and
only if P is an r-matrix satisfying the classical Yang-Baxter equation [P, P ]Λ = 0.
On the other hand, dΛ
T
(P ) is a Poisson tensor if and only if dΛ
T
([P, P ]Λ) = 0 which means, that
adξ[P, P ]
Λ = 0 for all ξ ∈ g, i.e., the equation dΛ
T
([P, P ]Λ) = 0 is the modified Yang-Baxter equation.
Definition 3.2 Let P ∈ Φ2(τ) be a Poisson tensor with respect to a Lie algebroid structure on E,
associated to a Poisson tensor Λ on E∗, and let N ∈ Φ11(τ) be a Nijenhuis tensor for Λ. We call the
pair (P,N) a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure for Λ if the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. NP = PN∗, where NP (µ, ν) = P (µ, iN ν) and PN
∗(µ, ν) = P (iN µ, ν),
2. dΛN
T
(P ) =
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
.
Remark. Since NP + PN∗ = iN P and, according to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2,(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
= £JE(N) d
Λ
T
(P ),
dΛN
T
(P ) = dΛ
T
(iN P )−£JE(N) d
Λ
T
(P ),
the condition (2) can be replaced by
(2’) £JE(N) d
Λ
T
(P ) =
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
= dΛ
T
(NP ).
Theorem 3.5 If (P,N) is a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure for Λ then NP is a Poisson tensor for Λ
and we have the following commutative diagram of Poisson mappings between Poisson manifolds.
(E∗,Λ)
−P˜
−−−−→ (E, dΛ
T
(P ))yN˜∗ yN˜
(E∗,ΛN )
−P˜
−−−−→ (E, dΛ
T
(NP ) =
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
)
,
where ΛN = £JE∗ (N)Λ and
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
= £JE(N) d
Λ
T
(P ). Moreover, every structure from the left-hand
side of this diagram constitutes a Lie bialgebroid structure with every right-hand side structure.
Proof. The tensors ΛN and d
Λ
T
(P ) are Poisson. The mappings −P˜ : (E∗,Λ) → (E, dΛ
T
(P )) and
N˜∗ : (E,Λ) → (E∗,ΛN ) are Poisson, in view of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. The assumption NP = PN
∗
implies that the diagram is commutative. To show that the mapping −P˜ : (E∗,ΛN)→ (E,
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
)
is Poisson, it is enough to check that, under the assumption NP = PN∗, the vector fields JE∗(N) and
JE(N) are−P˜ -related. One can do it easily. Since Λ and d
Λ
T
(P ) are−P˜ -related, also ΛN = [JE∗(N),Λ]
and
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
= [JE(N), d
Λ
T
(P )] are −P˜ -related. Hence, the equality
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
= dΛ
T
(NP ) implies
that Λ and dΛ
T
(NP ) are −N˜P -related and, according to Theorem 3.4 a), NP is a Poisson tensor for
Λ.
The fact that the mapping N˜ : (E, dΛ
T
(P ))→ (E,
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
) is Poisson follows from the identity
〈X, [N,N ]
dΛ
T
(P )
F−N (α, β)〉 = 〈[N,N ]
Λ
F−N (X,Pβ), α〉
+ 2〈X,CΛ(P,N)(iN α, β)〉 − 2〈NX,C
Λ(P,N)(α, β)〉, (3.18)
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where CΛ(P,N)(α, β) = [α, β]d
Λ
T
(NP )− [α, β]
dΛ
T
(P )
N . This is a generalization of an analogous identity in
[6], with a completely parallel proof.
The pairs (Λ, dΛ
T
(P )) and (Λ, dΛ
T
(NP )) constitute Lie bialgebroids by Theorem 3.4 b), since P
and NP are Poisson tensors for Λ.
Similarly, (ΛN , d
Λ
T
(NP )) = dΛN
T
(P ) constitute a Lie bialgebroid, since P is a Poisson tensor for
ΛN (ΛN and d
ΛN
T
(P ) are −P˜ -related).
To show that the pair (ΛN , d
Λ
T
(P )) forms a Lie bialgebroid, we have to prove that dΛN = dΛN
is a derivation of the Schouten bracket B = [ , ]d
Λ
T
(P ), i.e., [dΛN , B]N−R = 0. Since, due to 3.4,
dΛN = [iN , d
Λ]N−R and [d
Λ, B]N−R = 0, we get
[dΛN , B]N−R = [[iN , d
Λ]N−R, B]N−R = [iN , [d
Λ, B]N−R]N−R
+ [dΛ, [iN , B]N−R]N−R = [d
Λ, B(dΛ
T
(P ))N ]N−R = 0, (3.19)
in view of the fact that [iN , B]N−R is the bracket associated to
(
dΛ
T
(P )
)
N
, for which dΛ is a derivation.
Remark. The above diagram is a dualization of a similar diagram in [6].
In the case of the canonical Lie algebroid on E = TM , the fact that ((ΛM )N , dTP ) constitutes a
Lie bialgebroid is equivalent to the fact that (P,N) is a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure, as it was recently
shown in [5]. This is due to the formulae
A(f, g) = 〈(NP − PN∗) dΛg, dΛf〉, (3.20)
A(dΛf, g) = CΛ(P,N)(dΛf, dΛg) + dΛA(f, g), (3.21)
where A = [dΛN , BdΛ
T
(P )]N−R, and the fact that A satisfies a Leibniz rule and d
Λf generate T∗M , for
Λ = ΛM .
In general, this is not true and we can have ((Λ)N , dTP ) being a Lie bialgebroid with (P,N) not
being Poisson-Nijenhuis structure for Λ, even if we assume the equality NP = PN∗, as shows the
following example.
Example. As a Lie algebroid over a single point, let us take a Lie algebra g spanned by ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4
with the bracket defined by Λ = ξ3∂ξ1 ∧ ∂ξ2 . The tensor P = ∂ξ2 ∧ ∂ξ4 is a Poisson tensor with
dΛ
T
P = y1∂y3 ∧ ∂y4 .
The tensor
N = −ξ1 ⊗ y1 +
4∑
i=2
ξi ⊗ yi
is a Nijenhuis tensor for Λ and ΛN = −Λ.Moreover, NP = PN
∗ = P , so that (Λ, dΛ
T
(NP )) constitutes
a Lie bialgebroid. In this case, however, dΛN
T
P = − dΛ
T
P = − dΛ
T
(NP ) and (PN) is not a Poisson-
Nijenhuis structure.
It is easy to see that, as in the classical case, a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure for a Lie algebroid
induces a whole hierarchy of compatible Poisson structures and Nijenhuis tensors (see [6]). Since this
theory goes quite parallel to the classical case, we will not present details here.
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